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The Redemption and the Kingdom of the Divine Will are one and inseparable.
I thought to myself: it seems impossible to me that the Kingdom of the Divine Will can come,
how can it come if evils abound in a horrifying way?
And my sweet Jesus being displeased said to me:
“My blessed daughter, if you doubt this, you don’t believe and recognize
- my Power that doesn’t have limits and that I can do everything what I wish to do.
You should know when We created man, We put our Life in him and he was our Residence.
Now we want to put our Life in safety, with decorum, with dominion, with our full triumph,
making known that we are in this residence,
- so that the soul feels honored to be dominated and with her God, living in her.
If we don’t do this it means that our Power is limited, that this is not infinite Power.
Who doesn’t have the power to save oneself, cannot save the others.
The true Good, the Power that has no limits,
- first serves Itself and puts Itself in safety and then It flows into the others.
Now, I came upon the earth, to suffer and to die,
- I came to put man, who is my Residence in safety.
Doesn’t it look strange to you, that, I put in safety the residence,
- but that the Proprietor, the dweller of it, is
without his rights, without dominion and without power to put Himself in safety?
Ah, no, no, my daughter,
this would have been absurd and without the order of our infinite Wisdom.
The Redemption and the Kingdom of my Will are one, inseparable one from another.
In coming upon the earth
- I came to form the Redemption of man and at the same time
- I came to form the Kingdom of my Will
in order to save Myself and to retake my Rights, that with Justice are due to Me as Creator.
In the Redemption I submitted Myself
- to so many humiliations, to unheard of suffering, even to die crucified.
I underwent everything, in order
- to put in safety my residence and
- to restitute her with all the sumptuousness, beauty, magnificence with which I had formed her,
so that she might again be worthy of Me.
Now, when it seemed that everything was finished and my enemies were happy that they had taken
away my Life, my Power that has no limits, recalled to life my Humanity.
By resurrecting, everything has resurrected with Me
- creatures, my sufferings, the Good acquired for them.
My Humanity triumphed over death,
and my Will resurrected and triumphed in creatures, awaiting his Kingdom.
If my Humanity would not have been risen, if I wouldn’t have had this Power,
the Redemption would have failed and one could doubt if this was the Work of a God.
It was my Resurrection that made Me known who I was (…)
“If my Humanity would not have been risen, the Redemption would have failed.”
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